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This report looks at the following areas:

• The impact of the cost-of-living crisis on lottery
play
• How and where people play lottery games
• Opportunities and threats emerging from
regulatory reform
• How players can be persuaded to take part in
a wider range of games
• The potential of technology to make retail
lottery play more attractive

Overview

With people’s willingness to spend on lotteries seen as linked to the health of the wider
economy, value growth has slowed to a halt during the cost-of-living crisis, while new
National Lottery operator Allwyn has also warned of lower than predicted revenue increases
over the short term ahead.

Beyond the cost-of-living crisis, the other major current brake on market growth is players’
reluctance to play across the sector’s full range of products. Cross-selling opportunities may
face new restrictions as gambling regulation is updated but there is still potential for targeted
promotion.

Lottery games are now played primarily online, but the market has an opportunity to
reinvigorate retail participation through new technologies that can remove barriers currently
discouraging multichannel play, particularly around convenience.
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Report Content

Key issues covered in this Report

• Overview

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Opportunities for lotteries

• Prioritise player repertoires

• Promote multichannel play

• Get more tech in store

Market dynamics and outlook

• The five-year outlook for lotteries

• Market size and forecast

• Appeal of big prizes sees draws driving growth

- Graph 1: National Lottery sales, by segment, 2018/19-2022/23*

• Mobile dominates digital play

- Graph 2: National Lottery sales, by channel, 2018/19-2022/23*

• Inflation poses double threat to lottery spending

- Graph 3: CPI inflation rate, 2021-23

• Competition from prize draws intensifies

What consumers want and why

• Lottery play is familiar to most

- Graph 4: lottery games played, 2020-23

• Biggest prizes draw biggest crowds

- Graph 5: lottery draw games played, 2020-23

• Multichannel play has potential for growth

- Graph 6: methods of buying lottery draw tickets, 2022 and 2023

• IWG segment sees smartphone use slip

- Graph 7: methods of playing online instant-win games, 2021-23

• Habit and access shape patterns of play

- Graph 8: lottery habits, 2023

• Online players avoid inconvenience of stores

- Graph 9: barriers to playing lottery games in-store, 2023
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Innovation and marketing

• New draws from National Lottery rivals

• Adspend stays above pre-pandemic levels

- Graph 10: total above-the line, online display and direct mail lottery advertising expenditure, 2019-22

• Camelot cuts leave People’s Postcode Lottery as market’s leading advertiser

- Graph 11: above-the line, online display and direct mail lottery advertising expenditure, by operator, 2022

• A new type of multichannel advertising

• Community at the heart of leading lotteries’ brand strategies

MARKET DYNAMICS

Market size

• Market retains pandemic gains

• Static spending is a solid return

Market forecast

• No instant win for new operator

• Growth potential rolls over into longer term

• Product innovation can help market resist the income squeeze

- Graph 12: consumer expenditure* on lottery games, 2010/11-2015/16**

Market segmentation

• Draw games driving National Lottery sales growth

- Graph 13: National Lottery sales, by segment, 2018/19-2022/23*

• Retail decline slows as mobile dominates digital segment

- Graph 14: National Lottery sales, by channel, 2018/19-2022/23*

Market share

• National Lottery's share slips

- Graph 15: operator shares of lottery sales, 2018/19-2022/23

• People's Postcode Lottery leads society sector's growth

- Graph 16: People's Postcode Lottery turnover, 2018-22

Macro-economic factors

• Inflation is still the key factor affecting consumers' finances...

- Graph 17: CPI inflation rate, 2021-23

• ...causing people to cut back on luxuries and essentials

- Graph 18: expected responses to rising prices, 2023

• Interest rates will remain important through 2024
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• Consumer sentiment: The recovery is continuing...

- Graph 19: Financial Wellbeing Index, 2016-23

• ...and people feel more confident about their financial prospects

- Graph 20: Financial Confidence Index, 2016-23

Social, environmental and legal factors

• Give retail play a technology upgrade

- Graph 21: lack of in-store technology as a barrier to retail lottery play, by age, 2023

• Lotteries can help charities counter the 'cost-of-giving' crisis

- Graph 22: number of charities in England and Wales, 2013-23

• Prize draws proving a popular alternative to lotteries

• £1 million for Alzheimer's research

• Regulatory changes can create indirect opportunities for lotteries

WHAT CONSUMERS WANT AND WHY

Lottery play

• Lottery play is familiar to most

• Playing lotteries still a majority pastime

- Graph 23: lottery games played, 2020-23

• Different games draw different crowds

• Persuade players to stop sticking with the same numbers

- Graph 24: number of lottery games played, 2023

Draw games

• Most eyes on the biggest prize

- Graph 25: lottery draw games played, 2020-2023

• Prize innovation can draw players out of the National Lottery bubble

- Graph 26: number of lottery draw games played, 2023

Methods of play

• Draw players stay in their preferred purchasing lane...

- Graph 27: methods of buying lottery draw tickets, 2022 and 2023

• ...but multichannel approach can attract younger players

• There's more to scratchcards than over-the-counter culture

- Graph 28: methods of buying scratchcards, 2023

• A different type of gift card – and a regular place in the online supermarket shop

• Smartphone spike subsides in IWG segment

- Graph 29: methods of playing online instant-win games, 2021-23
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Lottery habits

• Convenience key to patterns of play

- Graph 30: lottery habits, 2023

• Draw games need people to act more slowly on impulse

- Graph 31: impulse lottery play, 2023

Retail barriers

• Online players avoid inconvenience of stores

• Quicker service and easier access needed

- Graph 32: barriers to playing lottery games in-store, 2023

• Instant-win players harder for shops to target

- Graph 33: barriers to playing lottery games in-store, by games played online, 2023

• Technology key to winning over the instants crowd

INNOVATION AND MARKETING TRENDS

Launch activity and innovation

• Allwyn completes Camelot acquisition

• New draw offers novel experiences

• Health Lottery refreshes brand and strategy

• New look for Health Lottery's main draw

• Channel surfing makes waves...

• ...as People’s Postcode Lottery brings broadcasters together

Advertising and marketing activity

• Adspend falls but still above pre-pandemic levels

- Graph 34: total above-the line, online display and direct mail lottery advertising expenditure, 2019-22

• People's Postcode Lottery tops the spending chart

- Graph 35: above-the line, online display and direct mail lottery advertising expenditure, by operator, 2022

• Leading lotteries make different channel choices

- Graph 36: above-the line, online display and direct mail lottery advertising expenditure, by media type, 2022

• Hold on to your dream – and your ticket

• Brands keep busy below the line

APPENDIX

Supplementary data

• Advertising expenditure

• Advertising expenditure by media type
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Market forecast data and methodology

• Market size: sales

• Market size: consumer expenditure

• Market forecast

• Market forecast and prediction intervals

• Forecast methodology

Report scope and definitions

• Market definition

• Abbreviations and terms

Methodology

• Consumer research methodology

• Nielsen Ad Intel coverage
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Disclaimer
This is marketing intelligence published by Mintel.
The consumer research exclusively commissioned
by Mintel was conducted by a UK licensed market
survey agent (see Research Methodology Europe
for more information).

Terms and Conditions of use
Any use and/or copying of this document is subject
to Mintel‘s standard terms and conditions, which are
available at http://www.mintel.com/terms

If you have any questions regarding usage of this
document please contact your account manager or
call your local helpdesk.
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